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Say What
You Mean

Communication

I n this lesson, students will increase their understanding of

I communication skills. The activities focus on talking and listening,
I as well as on writing, body language and gestures, music, and
art. The lesson can be geared toward using communication skills to
promote conflict resolution.

Lesson Objectives
At the end of this lesson, students will be able to

> identify various forms of communication (talking, listening, writing,
body language and gestures, music, art),

) describe situations in school and at work in which good
communication skills are needed (working together on a
project, sharing ideas, learning new information, writing), and

) recognize the importance of communication skills in
conflict resolution.
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GOALs
) To increase students' understanding. 

o, "ot*unication
) To increase students' abiliV to use

communication 
skills

) To increase awareness of the importance ol

communic"t';;;il" 
in school and at work
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Summary

DUmmaFy ot leacneF Acclvltles

Gonnections (pase 97)

Students discuss what communication is. After searching for magazine
pictures that show different forms of communication, they make a list
of ways that communication is sent and a corresponding list of how it is
received. Students explore how communication breaks down and how
they can help get it back on track.

Find a Better Way (pase 99)

Students draw and label pictures of what to do and what not to do when
trying to resolve conflicts.

Meeting the Lesson Obiectives (page 99)

On a flipchart or other large sheet that can be displayed, the teacher
summarizes how the students have met the lesson objectives.

BiBLiOGRAPI{Y (page 1o4)
You may want to include a book choice from the Bibliography to introduce
this lesson or to use in another place in the lesson.

GNOSS.CURRIcULUM GoNNEGTIONS (page 105)
To supplement this lesson, you may want to use one or more of the related
activities in Cross-curriculum Connections.

SummaFy of Volunteer Activities
These activity choices each highlight one area of communication and
expression-art, tone of voice, or body language.

tr Picture This! (page 101)
The volunteer leads the class in a game where one player draws a simple
picture and everyone must guess what it is.

E Post Office (pase 102)
The children make mailboxes out of shoeboxes, write letters to each other,
and deliver the mail.

Charades (page 103)
Without using words, children act out a word while other children guess
what it is.

f"ffit;;il

Acriviry
EHOiGES
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3 Gone :
Activity :

AGTiviTiES

ffi go-+5 minu:'es

.... . . :T3t?li3!=.
> old magazines

and catalogues

> glue sticks

> puppets

> flipchart or
blackboard
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Gonnections
ln this core activity, students will explore the fundamental principle that
communication is a two-way process. Then they will discuss how this
cycle can break down. ln brief role-plays, students practice reestablishing
the connections.

Steps
1. Define communication.

Write "communication" on the board and circle it. Begin brainstorming
with students about communication and write their ideas around the
circle like spokes on a wheel.

Ask the class this question: What is communication? (giving and
receiving information)

> Guide students to answer these questions: How do we
communicate? What do we use? (talking, sign language,
facial expressions, writing)

) Some students may get excited about technology, such as

telephone, television, e-mail, fax, or the internet. Other students
may talk about how animals communicate: dolphins send out
sonar, dogs bark, birds sing.

|' Ask students about communication in the workplace: Did you see
workers communicating with each other at the worksite visit? What
did they do/use?

2. ldentify sending and receiving.
Do a picture search. Students cut out or draw pictures that represent
communication. Some suggestions are people on walkie-talkies, images

of sign language, traffic lights, road signs, a baseball catcher signaling
a pitcher, dolphins, birds, telephone, mail.

Set up a flipchart or use the blackboard. Explain that all the
communication that you have talked about so far involves two
parts: sending a message (for example, talking) and receiving
a message (for example, listening).

Attach any picture to the flipchaft or blackboard and ask the students
how the message is sent and how it is received. Write the "sending" and
"receiving" words next to the picture. Continue with the other pictures.

Summarize by telling students that the most effective communication
is two-way. Ask for examples of what happens during good two-way
communication (listening, talki ng, agreeing, disagreeing, compromisi n g,

sharing new ideas).

skills
aaaaa
talking, listening
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LTiPS\ for
Teachers

Before the
volunteer begins
an activity...
> Write a sentence

for the telephone
game in the
Warm-up, but
donnt show it to
the children.

> lf you play "Post
Office," ask the
volunteer to write
a letter to each
child. You can ask
students to bring
in shoeboxes or
provide them
yourself. Be sure

to have extras.

> The volunteer
should bring in
examples of
communication
from his or
her workplace
(memos, letters,
bulletin board
notices, etc.)

to use in the
Wrap-up.

After the activity
is completed...

Have the students
put all their work
from this lesson in
their KAPOW folders
or briefcases, if they
made them in

Lesson 2.

Encourage students
to share their work
at home.

3. Discuss communication breakdown'
Explain that sometimes the Sending and receiving exchange breaks

down. Students may have heard static noise on the phone or seen a

fuzzy Tl screen-something interrupts the messages. when people

communicate with each other, the signals can be ruined, too- People

stop taking turns. They may talk at the same time or yell at each other'

Ask siudents these questions:

)> Have you ever been in a bad argument or fight? What was it about?

> what can happen in an argument? (hitting, yelling, calling people

names, not listening)

) How can you keep from arguing or fighting with someone?

Guide students to the concept of using communication skills to avoid or

resolve conflict. Then write these skills on the board or flipchart:

) Take time to cool off.

> Talk calmly.

) Listen to the other Person.

) Use "l-statements" such as "l feel" instead of saying, "You make

me feel" or "You alwaYs."

) Ask another person to helP.

) Use talking and listening to compromise-come to an agreement that

both people like.

4. Act out a conflict with PuPPets'
Ghoose three students to help with a conflict role-play using puppets'

With the class, decide how the conflict begins. For example, one

student asks the other to return a borrowed toy, and that other

student says he or she didn't borrow it.

The students use puppets to act out the conflict. Break it off at some

point and help them use the first three skills you listed on the board.

The student with the third puppet helps resolve the conflict. You may

want to help this mediator demonstrate how to get both sides talking

again by using "l statements" and working toward a compromise. Refer

to all the skills you listed on the board.

Give other students a chance to do a puppet role-play. Then ask the

class for their ideas about ways to work out the problem.

98 KAPOW Level 1



Find a Betten Way ffi so-+b minutea
students draw and label pictures of how to behave and how not to behave
in order to resolve differences.

Steps
1. Explain do's and don'ts,

To explain the concept of "do's" and ,,don'ts,,' help the class brainstorm
some ideas about what they should and should not do to work out
conflicts. For example, don't hit or push or be rude; do listen, wait, and
be polite.

/ i. ,.Draw do,s and don,ts.
. Read the directions on the "Find a Better Way" worksheet. Students
' draw an example of something they should do and something they

materials ! shouldn't do to resolve conflicts. Be sure students understand what
............... I "resolvingconflicts" means.
> pencils, crayons, '

markers ' Volunteers can show their pictures to the class and talk about them.
. Display the pictures in the classroom.

> copies of "Find a l
Better Way" work- .
sheet (page 106) :

a
a

ftr"sson i t*"ring the
DltosummaFy ; Lesson-obiectives ffi $-.zo minutes

:'. 1. on a flipchart or other large dispray that you can keep and use again
i tatea write the lesson objectives in the form of the following questions.
' Leave space after each question to write students' answers.
ar ) what different kinds of communication did we learn about?
: > when do we need to use good communication skills in schoor

: "n 
d/or at work?

' > How can we use communication skills to resolve conflicts?

I z. with the whole class, have students answer and discuss each
! question. write a summary of their answers below each question.
i Keep this information to use in Lesson g.
a
a

I
a
a

:
a
a

:

Optional :
Activity :

a
a\\.

\_.\.

a
a
a
a
a
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.VoTUNTECY|

ACTiViTiES

Warm-up
To get all the children to pafticipate in communicating, play one round of
the telephone game. Here's how it works:

> With children sitting in a large circle, explain that each person will
whisper a message to the next person.

) You begin by whispering the sentence the teacher wrote (see Tips
for Teachers on page 98) to the child next to you.

) When the last child has heard the message, ask that child to say it
aloud. Read the original sentence to the children.

Ask the children these questions to get them thinking about
their communication:

) How different is the final message from the original message?
> Why do you think the message changed as it went around the

circle? (Sometimes we hear something differently from the way it is
said. We should say what we mean when we send communication
and listen carefully when we receive communication.)

Now begin the activity that you have chosen.
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lntnoduction
To introduce this lesson (or at another time during the lesson), you may
want to read aloud one of the books from the Bibliography on page 104.

Communication skills are important to all workers. After any activity you
choose, be sure to explain how workers need to get along with each
other. One way they do this is by talking and listening to each other with
respect and friendliness.

Whichever activity you choose, be sure to begin the lesson with the
Warm-up and end with the Wrap-up.

W ,o-ro minutes

/-TiPs.\- fon

All of the activity
choices in this
lesson are lively
and engaging. lf you
first demonstrate
the activity you
choose, you will
encourage the
children to parti-
cipate. Be sure to
praise their efforts.

l0O KAPow Lever 1



ACfiVifV I tr pietune This!
GHOiGES ! r,r^o* alrirr{ron riko rn r.rar^, ^^-

ffi gs-a 5 minur,es

Most children like to draw, and children with all levels of drawing ability can
enjoy this activity

Be sure to copy the word sheet on page 107 and cut the words into strips.

' 6atenials Steps
taaaaaaaaaaaaa

> flipchart and markers

or blackboard

> words from "Word
Lists for 'Picture
Thist"'(page 107)

> hat or bag for words

1. Prepare the game,
With the teacher, decide which list of words on page 107 is appropriate
for the class. You can also make your own list. Cut these words
into strips.

Decide whether to play the game as described here, where everyone
gets a turn drawing in front of the class, or with teams.

2. Demonstrate the game.
Choose something to draw-car, tree, house-that will be fairly easy to
guess. Start drawing the object on the board.

Whenever the children think they know what you are drawing, they can
call out the answer. Ask the teacher to call on children for their answers.

3. Play the game.
show the class your bag of words. Explain that everyone will get a turn
to draw. Have a child come up and pick a word from the bag. (lf you
run out of words, use some words twice or add more words. Help the
child read the word, if necessary.)That child stafts drawing on the board
while the others guess what the picture is. You may want to set a time
limit (for example, a minute or less), especially if the class is large.

To play the game in teams, one player on each team picks a word and
draws it for his or her team. lf the team members guess the word in the
time limit, the team gets a point.

Ask students how they knew what the drawing would be before it was
finished. Be sure students understand that even drawing a few simple
lines and circles can communicate a very big idea to other people.

Lesson 7: Communication t O I



: Et Post Office ffi +o-go minutee

. . .. . . .T3!?tifl: : All children are familiar with the mail, and they will have fun playing

> for each student ' this game'

. one shoebox ; Steps
o one targe . 1. What is mail?

index card i nrt these questions to begin a discussion about mail:

.two or three : > Have you ever received mail? What did you get?
envelopes i t Who brings the rnail?

> volunteer's letter : -o Explain that people also send e-mail to each other on the computer,
to each child ! Uut the idea is the same. At work, people get written mail and e-mail

> materials for ! all the time'

decorating boxes ! Z. Uafe mailboxes.
(colored paper, 3 netp students turn their shoeboxes into mailboxes. Help cut a slot in the
wrapping paper' : lid. The students can decorate their boxes. Attach an index card with the
string' beads' etc.) . student's name to one end of the box.

> glue sticks ! a. *.,,e retters.
> name of each child ! CnilOren draw names from a bag and read the name aloud immediately

on a strip of paper ! ('n case the child draws his or her own name). Then the children write

> hat or bag for : on: letter to the child whose name they have drawn. They may also

name strips : y:il: letters to other people in the class. Help them write their mail and

I address the envelopes as needed.
> paper '

! 4. Send the mail.
> pencils, crayons' . Begin putting your letters into the children's mailboxes as the children
markers ! put their mail into each other's mailboxes. lf you have time, create a

! post office in the classroom and a central mailbox. Children can play

! roles, such as picking up the mail from the mailbox, sorting the mail in
o the post office, and delivering the mail to the appropriate mailboxes.

I S. Read the mail.
! Give the class enough time to open their mail and read it. Encourage
. them to share their letters.

o
a

:
a
a

:
a
a

:
a
a

:
a
a
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, materials
,aaaaattt""t'
penci! and PaPer

timer or stoPwatch

words from

"'Charades'Word
Choices" (Page 108)

hat or PaPer bag

for words
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EI crtanades ffi so-+o minutes
A simplified version of charades is a fun game for this age group. Charades
is a pantomime game in which prayers act out a word or phrase with body
language and gestures. Decide on a time limit in which the children must
guess the word. Record each player's time if you want.

Be sure to copy the word sheet on page 108 and cut the words into strips.

$teps for Simplified Gharades
1. Act out a word.

one player draws a word from the bag and acts it out, without speaking,
for the rest of the class. Help the child read the word, if necessary. you
may also need to help the children with ideas for acting out the word.

2. Guess the word.
Classmates must guess ihe word within a time limit (about twenty
to forty seconds). Be sure you leave time for each child to act out
one word.

Discuss the different kinds of communication involved in the game
(reading, body language, and gestures).

Wnap-up ffi ro-rs minutes
Remind children that communicating well is an imporlant part of most
jobs. Leave the children with these thoughts about the importance of
communication at work:
) You need to listen to other people's ideas.
) You need to express yourself clearly with words, with writing, and

with the way you look.
> lf you communicate clearly and with respect, other people will enjoy

working with you.

show any examples of communication from your workplace that
you brought with you. lnvite the children to ask questions about
your examples.
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BieLfOGRAPHY

This selection of books related to the lesson can help you introduce the
lesson topic, supplement the lesson activities, or add reading choices to
the lesson.
aaaaaa aaaaaaaaaaaoaaoaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaoaaa

The Cat Who Wore a Pot on Her Head by Jan
Slepian and Ann Seidler. (original litle: Bendemolena)
lllustrated by Richard E. Martin. Scholastic, 1980.
Tired of her noisy family, Bendemolena covers her
ears with a pot on her head. The messages she hears
from her mother to give her siblings sound garbled
through the pot. Consequently, "put the fish on to
bake" becomes "put soap in the cake," which the sib-
lings do, causing much hllarity for the reader.

The Conversation CIub by Diane Stanley. Macmillan,
1983. When Peter Fieldmouse is invited to his friends'
Conversation Club, he is overwhelmed because
everyone is talking at once. So he forms a Listening
Club and eventually succeeds in getting the others
to participate.

Fnnces Facemaker by William Cole and Tomi
Ungerer. World Publishing, 1963. As Daddy and
Frances play a face-making game at bedtime, readers
join in making faces that communicate anger, sadness,
joy, pride, fear, surprise, illness, and thoughtfulness.

Frank and Emest Play Ball by Alexandra Day.
Scholastic, '1 990. When Frank the bear and Ernest the
elephant take over the job of managing a minor league
baseball team, they use a dictionary of baseball to help
them understand the unfamiliar lingo, such as rhubarb,
rabbit earc, and goaf. Once they learn the right
language, the job seems easy.

Frank and Emest on the Road by Alexandra Day.

Scholastic, 1994. When Frank the bear and Ernest the
elephant take on jobs driving a truck, they must learn
trucker language.

I Read Signs by Tana Hoban. Greenwillow, 1983. This
book introduces the many rypes of signs and symbols
children frequently see along the street.

Mary Alice Retums by Jeffrey Allen. Pictures by
James Marshall. Little, Brown, 1986. Mary Alice the
duck, a conscientious telephone operator, gets a
distress call from Karen Squirrel, who is playing a
prank on the phone company. Karen apologizes when
Mary Alice tells her how wonied everyone was'

Messages without Wotds by Barbara Sundene Wood.
Raintree Children's Books, 1978. An introduction to
various symbols, signals, and ways of sending
messages that may be used to communicate infor-
rnation. lncludes the alphabet, bells, facial expressions,
flags, and smoke signals.

Mrs. Toggle and the Dinosaur by Robin Pulver.
lllustrated by R. W. Alley. FourWinds Press, 1991.
Teacher Mrs. Toggle gets a call from the principal
announcing a new student, Dina Sawyer. Mrs. Toggle
thinks she hears dinosaur, so she and her students
prepare the classroom for the arrival of the Dinosaur.
Mrs. Toggle learns the hard way that if you don't
understand something the first time you hear it,
you should ask questions.

One Way; A Trip with Tratfic Slgns by Leonard
Shortall. Prentice Hall, 1975. ln this humorous rhymed
story, signs of all kinds communicate directions to
vacationers on their way to a Fourth of July picnic.

The SignmakelsAssistant by Ted Arnold. Dial, 1992.
lntrigued by the power of the signmaker's signs to
make people obey what the signs say, Norman, the
signmaker's assistant, decides to have some fun by
painting outrageous signs such as SCHOOL CLOSED,
EAT YOUR HAT, and BUY NORMAN A PRESENT.

The Walking Coat by Pauline Watson. Pictures
by Tomie de Paola. Walker and Company, 1980.
Sometimes our eyes deceive us, and things are
different than they seem. When Scott puts on his
older cousin's huge hunting coat and walks around
town, passersby, store clerks, and others believe
they are seeing the amazing spectacle of a walking,
talking coat.

I 04 KAPow Level 1
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GRoSS-GURRiGULUM

GOTNEGTfoNS
These fun activity ideas will help you extend and reinforce the lesson
with connections to the major curriculum areas, such as science, social

:'i:'::'.T1t!'."Ii 3:i':l::T:."1:'.... o. . .. . r. ...... . o. .. . .
Sign Language Lettens
Socrnl Stuores, Larucuncr Anrs

Teach children some letters of the alphabet in
sign language. The Handmade Alphabet by Laura
Rankin is a good resource book. Then talk about
what it's like to be deaf. Extend the discussion
to other challenges people live and work with.

How Many People Did You Talk To?
;, MATH, Socrnl Sruores (Communication,

Computation)

Students keep a list of how many people they talk
to in twenty-four hours. ln class the next day, they
add the people and compare their lists. Many jobs
require the ability to talk to many different kinds
of people. For example, restaurant workers and
salespeople talk to customers and co-workers
to get the job done.

Dnaw an Action Wond
Leneuece Anrs, Ant (Granzmat; Drawing)

Each student chooses a verb and writes it on a
piece of drawing paper in a way that represents
the action of the verb. For example, write the
word jump so it looks like it's jumping!

Gopy Me!
Metn, Ant (Patterns, Communication)

Students draw a picture or make a design on a
piece of paper. Sitting in pairs back-to-back,
one student describes his or her design to the
other. The partner tries to draw the same design
based on the verbal description. Compare the
two drawings.

Messengen of the Week
(Alphabet, Socrel SruorEs (Communication)

Fine Motor skills) Every week, give two students the job of

:.:r.::;:!:: :ti'

:i;ai..:,,:i,,,t,ii;r,,

messenger for the classroom. These students are
responsible for delivering or retrieving messages,
for example, returning library books or taking the
attendance to the office. Many jobs involve giving
messages. Receptionists must give messages
to many people in the company. Office workers
send e-mail to other employees. Repoders and
newspaper publishers get the message of the
news to readers.

A Neighborhood Walk
ScteHce, Llrucuace Anrs (Observation, Recall)

After going for a neighborhood walk as a class,
students work in groups to record what they
heard and saw. They can write or draw their
observations, make booklets or posters, or
present short skits.

Solve That Gonflict
Socrll Sruores (Decision Making,

Critical Thinking)

Ask students to think about a conflict they were
involved in or observed recently at recess, on the bus,
or in their neighborhood. ln a class discussion, ask,
"Did you like the way the person solved the problem?"
"How would you have solved it?" (Use fictitious names
if necessary.)

Students can role-play the conflict and its resolution, if
they want. At work, people sometimes disagree about
how to get things done, what products to make, how
much money to spend, and many other things.
It is normal to disagree and very important to learn how
to work things out.

Lesson 7r Communication 105
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Your trarfle

Draw a picture of something that helps resolve conflicts.

Write a label for your picture.

DO

Draw a picture of something that doesn't help
resolve conflicts.

Write a label for your picture.

DON'T
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E
lunteer: Choose one list of words to cut into strips.

Lesson z IOTKAPOW Level 1 {worksheet for "Picture This!,' activity, p. 101)



volunteer: copy this page and cut out the words. lf you need more words,

write them in the blanks'

i basketball i tr orse i love \ ?"inf'ing

:l

':ri Uuseball i oird i angry i hammering 
i

'l:li^ii rennis i frog i na??v i arinking

dog eneaky readinq

ril
t swimming i elephant i I iumPing 

i,l i,
-__- -i_-___-_---

;iiii
danoinqilioni ikicking

6olf

I i rollingwhale

monkey

t
I
II Og KAPow Level 1

chicken

Lesson 7 (worksheet for "Charades" activity, p' 103)


